1. quadruple (2|7)  
2. more Baconian (6)  
3. Paces or nates? (5 2 5?)  
4. April and June bedlam (3|3)  
5. furiously marriageable (3 2 2 4)  
6. the sound of one head clapping (4)  
7. a third testicle—how unusual! (3|4)  
8. an unmeasurable measure of value (7)  
9. how to have babies very regularly (6 6)  
10. getting over penny wise uprightness (5 6)  
11. one who adds yet more fat to a debate (2|6)  
12. having too many children and bossy to all (4|7)  
13. hair-do and hand-do of the eternal politician (9 4)  
14. of a rich farmer and an item on his chore list (4 2 2)  
15. in the pants of “eternally” established newspapers (9 5)  
16. land set aside for redundant workers with incorrect posture (7)  
17. VP candidate with a nasal cold or in urgent need of taking a leak (7 4)  
18. marijuana that dissolved your mind in the good old USA before it froze (7 3)  
19. government extortion scam in the name of security, modeled after the mob (10 6)  
20. someone who forgets to breathe (Surely that’s a self-contradiction!) (3|5)  
21. rub-like; ie, stuff that rubs the environment the wrong way (3|4)  
22. your efforts your efforts your efforts your efforts (8 4 7)  
23. walk out on a marriage, leaving the car behind (5|4)  
24. undersized mitochondria found in “ill” people (4|8)  
25. a US-style life support institution for the poor (4)  
26. highway spectacular when the ice melts (4|4)  
27. entanglement in a particular composer (5)  
28. places set aside for old folk in a jam (9)  
29. the fashion cops’ counterforce (5-7 6)  
30. pop a knuckle too severely (4 4 6 3)  
31. harmonic balls symphony (5 2 3 7)  
32. reading the future before hand (9)  
33. inability to see in the dark (5 9)  
34. In vain? No, in brain (3|3)  
35. able to get drunk (3|4)  
36. lightly stoned (7)